**Unemployment benefits**

**Export of unemployment benefits**

- 27,000 authorisations issued to export the unemployment benefit to another Member State
- Of the unemployed persons exported their unemployment benefit to another Member State, 0.2%.

**Main issuing Member States**

Number of authorisations issued

- DE (10,673)
- CH (3,241)
- DK (2,370)
- AT (2,103)
- NL (2,026)

As a share of the total number of unemployed persons:

- 13.3% IS
- 1.7% DK
- 1.5% CH
- 1.3% LU

**Main receiving Member States**

Number of authorisations received

- PL (6,796)
- RO (3,381)
- PT (1,731)
- ES (1,343)
- FR (1,146)

**Aggregation of periods for unemployment benefits**

- 38,400 certificates proving periods of insurance or (self-)employment completed in another Member State taken into account by the Member State of last activity for the acquisition of an unemployment benefit.

**Period of insurance, employment or self-employment in the Member State of last activity**

- Less than 30 days: 14.0%
- More than 1 month but less than 3 months: 13.1%
- 3 months and more: 72.9%